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I love slow cooking. You do a bit of work at the beginning, and then you simply let it go. Your
home fills with delicious smells as the crockpot does its magic. When meal time comes around,
not only does your world resonate with delicious aromas, but the meal itself is melded and tasty.
It’s ideal.Best of all, once you master a few basic skills, the sky is the limit. You can mix up
ingredients, spices, and styles in near-infinite abandon.Also, it often means you can cook once
and then be set for several days. It ends up saving you time in a multitude of ways.Learn to
master the art of slow cooking!Version Note:This is an early version of this slow-cook crockpot
book. It currently has 7 recipes in it. We slow cook all the time, so the question is what versions
of recipes to put in here, out of the many options. Let us know what combinations you’d like to
see! We’ll test it out, send you the recipe we develop, and update the book. So along with this
ebook you get personalized recipe creation, custom low carb support, plus eternally updated
versions of this book as it grows!So, to confirm this again - if you get this in ebook form, you’ll
automatically get the updated version available for free!The book also contains an appendix set
of helpful background information and success tips on managing a low carb diet.
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that are slow to growBear the best fruit.-- MoliereI love slow cooking. You do a bit of work at the
beginning, and then you simply let it go. Your home fills with delicious smells as the crockpot
does its magic. When meal time comes around, not only does your world resonate with delicious
aromas, but the meal itself is melded and tasty. It’s ideal.Best of all, once you master a few basic
skills, the sky is the limit. You can mix up ingredients, spices, and styles in near-infinite
abandon.Also, it often means you can cook once and then be set for several days. It ends up
saving you time in a multitude of ways.Learn to master the art of slow cooking!Version Note:This
is an early version of this slow-cook crockpot book. It currently has a starting set of 7 recipes in it.
We slow cook all the time, so the question is what versions of recipes to put in here, out of those
many options. Let us know what combinations you’d like to see! We’ll test it out, send you the
recipe we develop personally for you, and then update the book.If you get this in ebook form,
you’ll automatically get the updated version available for free! If you have a print version, you get
free access to that updating ebook.Crockpot BasicsIf you're slow cooking a recipe in a crockpot,
here are basics to keep in mind for pretty much any recipe you use.Have a Meat
ThermometerHaving the meat cook fully is critical for health reasons. You want that meat, within
2 hours, to reach its safe temperature. You don't want meat sitting on your counter for more than
2 hours at a low temperature. At the same time, once the meat reaches that temperature, you
don't want it to go beneath that again. So for example if you're cooking beef, you want it to get to
145°F within 2 hours. And during the entire length of the cooking, you don't want it to drop below
145°F after that.Fat Side UpIf there is fat on any meat you're cooking, put that part up. That way
as the fat melts it self-bastes the food.Stir OccasionallyIn general slow cooking is a hands-off
process, but it's good to pour the liquids over the top every once in a while, and to stir it up. This
helps to keep things moist.Watch the WiresPut the crockpot on a sturdy counter where the wire
is completely tucked in. You don't want it out on a table where someone might accidentally hit or
tug the wire. Crockpots are full of hot liquid. They can hurt someone quite severely.Have a Fire
ExtinguisherThis is true for all cooking methods, but I'll mention it here too. Always have a fire
extinguisher around if you're cooking. You never know what random issue can happen. Have first
aid gear on hand too.Set a TimerDon't rely on the crockpot itself to do what it should. Units have
failures. Set a separate timer in your phone, on your PC, or however else you want to do it. You
don't want the food to boil dry.Test your Crock PotEvery once in a while, run a test with your
crockpot to make sure it's reaching the temperatures you think it should be. Even if it was great
last year, its thermometer could have failed in the middle and it might not be quite warming
enough. It's easy enough to run a trial with water and a thermometer every year or so and make
sure the unit is still safe.Safe Meat Cooking TemperaturesNo matter how you choose to cook
your meat – slow cooking, grilling, roasting, baking, or microwaving - make sure you cook it



safely to its minimum temperature.I want to note that I am not a doctor. This information is
sourced from the US Government, from the US Department of Health and Human Services. This
is what their research has found.EggsIf you are cooking with mixed-in eggs, be sure to cook to a
temperature of 160°F. If you're using raw eggs that you can see, you want both the yolk and
white area to be firm.Pork / Ham / PigIf you're reheating pork products, you want to get it to
140°F. However, if you're starting from raw pork or ham, make sure you bring it up to 145°F and
then rest post-cooking for at least 3 minutes.Whole Beef, Veal, and LambFor steaks, chops, and
roasts, make sure you reach 145°F. Then make sure the meat rests post-cooking for at least 3
minutes.For ground mixtures of these, you'll want to go higher - a temperature of 160°F. You
don't have to let that rest, though.Chicken / Turkey / PoultryFor solid pieces like thighs, legs, and
wings, you want the meat to get to at least 165°F before serving.For ground versions, you also
want to aim for the same 165°F temperature.Fin FishI love sushi, I admit it. So I'll eat it raw.
However, the government recommends you cook it until 145°F when the flesh separates with a
fork.Shrimp / Lobster / CrabCook until the flesh is pearly and opaque.Clams / Oysters /
MusselsMake sure the shells are closed when you start. Cook until they open up.ScallopsCook
until the scallops become opaque and firm.LeftoversIn general, cook everything until 165°F. That
way you know, no matter what's in it, that you're safe.The color of a meat doesn't necessarily
indicate if it's safe or non-safe. Depending on how you cook, a meat can be pink and quite safe -
or it can be a darker color and unsafe. Be sure to go with a thermometer reading to know for
sure.It's better to cook well and stay healthy, vs testing how quickly your local medical teams
react to phone calls!Beef / Pork RecipesThe magic of slow cooking is that you can do pretty
much anything with it. Explore your imagination. Add in different spices. Change out the meat.
You never know what new favorite you’ll develop!Burrito BeefWe love burritos on low carb
tortillas, they're delicious and quite healthy. Here's a slow cook recipe for the burrito meat that is
easy and inexpensive.
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Marie B. Hass, “I just like to read cookbooks. I just like to read cookbooks, kind of a hobby so it is
pretty hard to disappoint me.  Haven't made anything from it but will use it sometime.”

Cgazsc, “Four Stars. Too short and limited.”

Raymond Polley, “Four Stars. It's every thing that it professes to be.”

The book by Lisa Shea has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 23 people have provided feedback.
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